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Introduction  

 
The last two decades have seen almost constant change in Australian labour law. Since the Hawke 

Government replaced the Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1904 with the broadly similar Industrial 

Relations Act 1988, there has scarcely been a year without some substantial proposal for legislative 

reform, at either federal or State levels, or both.  

 

However, since 2005 in particular, the pace of change has quickened dramatically. We have seen 

two major rewrites of federal industrial law. The first, the Howard Government‘s ‗Work Choices‘ 

amendments, brought thousands of Australians onto the streets in protest, set off an advertising war, 

and ultimately helped to bring an end to 11 years of conservative government. The second, the 

Labor Government‘s ‗Fair Work‘ legislation, has disappointed unions and employer groups alike – 

yet holds out the welcome prospect of a return to stability in labour regulation. 

 

This paper outlines the changes effected by the Work Choices and Fair Work legislation, and the 

values and objectives underlying these two important and contentious sets of reforms. In order to put 

them in their proper context, however, it is necessary to start by explaining a reform process that 

began over 20 years ago. 

 
 

Background: From Compulsory Arbitration to Enterprise Bargaining 

 
Back in the 1980s, labour regulation in Australia was still dominated (as it had been for much of the 

twentieth century) by the idea of industrial tribunals using compulsory powers of conciliation and 

arbitration not just to resolve workplace disputes as they arose, but to set minimum standards on 

wages, working hours and other conditions of employment
1
. Those standards were expressed in 

awards, legally binding instruments that could (and often did) apply across entire industries or 

occupations. The Commonwealth and each of the States had their own tribunal systems, with no 

clear or predictable delineation between them. Because the federal system was based on the 

Commonwealth‘s constitutional power to provide for the conciliation and arbitration of industrial 

disputes that crossed State boundaries, its reach was limited by the propensity of parties to become 

involved in (or indeed deliberately create) ‗interstate‘ disputes
2
 (Guidice, 2007). Some industries 
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tended to be covered by federal awards, some by State instruments, and others still by a mixture of 

the two. There were also certain matters that were regulated by State legislation, even for workers 

covered by federal awards, such as occupational health and safety. 

 

In practice, it was common for employers and trade unions to negotiate as to the content of awards, 

and, indeed, to strike enterprise-level deals that improved on award conditions or dealt with local 

issues.  However, that bargaining took place under the shadow of conciliation and arbitration 

procedures that could be unilaterally invoked at any time. The arbitration systems gave Australian 

unions a role and influence that went beyond their capacity to organise at individual workplaces. 

Whether or not an employer was prepared to negotiate over employment conditions, a union with a 

recognised interest in the relevant industry or occupation could notify a dispute to a tribunal and 

seek new or varied award standards to cover that business – regardless of whether it had members 

there or not. Unions could also seek, in various ways, to protect their organisational security, 

including seeking award provisions and giving their members ‗preference‘ in employment over non-

members
3
. 

 

During the 1980s, the conciliation and arbitration system came under increasing fire from a number 

of academics, business groups and conservative commentators. Although there were a range of 

criticisms, the most damning charges included that the system privileged unions, imposed 

unnecessarily high labour costs, and was generally too centralised in its focus.
4
 Importantly, and 

under the influence of the likes of John Howard and Peter Costello, the Liberal Party became 

committed to the idea of a radical ‗deregulation‘ of the labour market that would severely limit the 

influence of both unions and tribunals, and restore the prerogative of management to set conditions 

that suited the needs of their business. It was a vision based firmly on the individualisation of 

employment relations.
5
 

  

In only one instance did such thinking lead to the complete dismantling of an arbitration system; that 

was in Victoria, where in 1992 the Kennett Government – very much taking its lead from New 

Zealand‘s Employment Contracts Act 1991 – introduced a system of individual employment 

agreements, underpinned by a set of limited statutory standards.
6
 The reforms had only limited 

success, not least because many unions sought federal award coverage so as to override the new 

State laws. In 1996, the Government abandoned the experiment and instead entered into a deal with 

the newly elected Liberal/National Government headed by John Howard to refer almost all of the 

State‘s industrial powers to the Commonwealth
7
. Since then, with certain exceptions, Victorian 

workers have been subject only to federal industrial laws. 
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Elsewhere, there was agreement – even on the part of supporters of the arbitration system – that 

greater emphasis must be placed upon bargaining at the enterprise level than had hitherto been the 

case.
8
A particular objective was to use enterprise bargaining to lift the productivity and, hence, 

competitiveness of Australian businesses. This is a goal that was embraced by the Australian Labor 

Party (ALP) and the peak union body, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU), as much as 

by the conservative parties and the employer groups. During the 1990s, Labor and conservative 

governments at the federal level, and in every State, enacted legislative amendments to give their 

industrial laws a greater focus on the enterprise.
9
 Aside from in Victoria, these reforms followed a 

common pattern. They permitted parties to register enterprise-level agreements which, if they met 

certain criteria, could take effect for what was nominally a fixed period. During that period, the 

agreements would not only override any awards that would otherwise be applicable, but also 

preclude the relevant tribunal from exercising its arbitral powers in relation to the matters covered. 

In effect then, the amendments created a limited right to ‗opt out‘ of the various conciliation and 

arbitration systems. At the federal level, it was also accepted that workers should have the right to 

take ‗protected‘ industrial action in support of a new enterprise agreement. Prior to that, strikes and 

other forms of industrial action had almost invariably been illegal, although extremely prevalent in 

practice.
10

 

 

Despite the common pattern, there were key differences between the legislative models favoured by 

the Labor and Conservative parties. The ALP‘s preferred option was to impose a ‗no-disadvantage‘ 

test. This allowed almost unlimited freedom to bargain upwards from the wages and conditions set 

by existing awards (now thought of as a ‗safety net‘ rather than the primary form of regulation), 

while preserving the tribunal‘s capacity to reject agreements which undercut those conditions.
11

 

Labor also accepted – albeit over the opposition of the union movement – that collective agreements 

could be struck between an employer and a group of workers without the involvement of a union; 

but it endeavoured to hold the line against allowing employers to strike deals with individual 

workers that overrode awards. The conservative parties, by contrast, tried in most jurisdictions not 

just to ‗strip back‘ awards, so that they dealt with a more limited range of matters than had 

previously been the case, but to make it easier for agreements to reduce the award conditions that 

remained. They sought to achieve this objective in a number of ways, including by replacing the no-

disadvantage test with a requirement that an agreement comply with a small number of basic 

minimum standards. They also attempted to accord primacy to individual agreements over collective 

agreements, to outlaw any form of discrimination against non-unionists, and, more generally, to 

reduce the power and influence of the tribunals. 

 

The Howard Government‘s first wave of reforms in 1996 achieved most of these objectives, 

including the introduction of a system of individual Australian Workplace Agreements (AWAs)
12

, 

but the Liberal/National Coalition‘s lack of control of the Senate meant that it was forced to enter 

into a compromise with the centrist Australian Democrats to secure the passage of its legislation. In 

particular, it was compelled to accept the retention of a no-disadvantage test for both AWAs and 
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11
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Act 1988 (Cth) and renamed it the Workplace Relations Act 1996 (Cth). 
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certified (collective) agreements. Over the next eight years, the Howard Government put forward 

various proposals for further reform,
13

 but only a few of these were passed, and then in amended 

form.
14

 The more contentious measures failed to progress, notably in relation to the exemption of 

small businesses from the need to act fairly in terminating employment.
15

 This last measure was said 

to be necessary in order to generate job growth, although no hard evidence was ever advanced to 

substantiate the assertion that unfair dismissal laws were deterring employers from hiring workers 

who would not otherwise have found a job.
16

  
 

 

The Work Choices Legislation 

 
The Coalition‘s opportunity was to come in 2005, when it unexpectedly gained control of the 

Senate. In May 2005, after a lengthy internal debate about just how far to go in dismantling the 

existing system, John Howard announced a package of reforms that was eventually given the brand 

name ‗Work Choices‘ and marketed to the public at considerable expense.
17

 It was claimed that the 

reforms would ―create a more flexible, simpler and fairer system of workplace relations for 

Australia‖, one which would ―improve productivity, increase wages, balance work and family life, 

and reduce unemployment.‖
18

 

 

In November, a massive and hastily-drafted Bill was put before the Parliament – not, as might have 

been expected, to replace theWorkplace Relations Act 1996 (WR Act), but to amend and renumber 

it. After a cursory Senate inquiry, the Bill was passed with nearly 300 amendments, all proposed by 

the Government itself and most correcting oversights or errors. It passed into law as the Workplace 

Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 and was proclaimed to take effect on 27 March 

2006, together with a hefty new set of regulations.
19

 

 

Given the controversy that surrounded their enactment, it is hardly surprising that the Work Choices 

reforms were described as ―radical‖ or ―revolutionary‖ by many commentators.
20

 However, in many 

ways, they fell short of the ―big bang‖ that might have been expected.
21

 What the Coalition chose to 

do was to retain many of the existing institutions and processes, but undermine them in various 

ways. 
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16 See P Waring and A de Ruyter ―Dismissing the Unfair Dismissal Myth‖ (1999) 25 Australian Bulletin of Labour 251; 

W Robbins and G Voll ―The Case for Unfair Dismissal Reform: A Review of the Evidence‖ (2005) 31 Australian 

Bulletin of Labour 237. 
17 The validity of the appropriation of the A$55 million that was eventually spent on the campaign was challenged in the 

High Court, but upheld in Combet v Commonwealth (2005) 224 CLR 494. 
18

 Explanatory Memorandum, Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Bill 2005 (Cth) 1. 
19

 See especially the Workplace Relations Regulations 2006 (Cth). 
20

 See eg J Murray ―Work Choices and the Radical Revision of the Public Realm of Australian Statutory Labour Law‖ 

(2006) 35 Industrial Law Journal 343; R Hall ―Australian Industrial Relations in 2005 — The WorkChoices Revolution‖ 

(2006) 48 Journal of Industrial Relations 291. 
21 See A Stewart ―Work Choices in Overview: Big Bang or Slow Burn?‖ (2006) 16(2) Economic and Labour Relations 

Review 25. The changes were certainly not as fundamental as those adopted by the Keating Government in 1993: see R 

Mitchell, P Gahan, A Stewart, S Cooney and S Marshall ―The Evolution of Labour Law in Australia: Measuring the 

Change‖ (2010) 23 Australian Journal of Labour Law 61. 
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This was particularly true in relation to the national industrial tribunal, and the Australian Industrial 

Relations Commission (AIRC). Its powers to set and adjust minimum wage rates were transferred to 

a new body, the Australian Fair Pay Commission, whose five members were appointed on limited 

term contracts. It was widely assumed that this group would be more sympathetic to the 

Government‘s desire to hold down wage increases in order to create greater incentives for employers 

to hire low-paid workers.
22

 The AIRC also lost responsibility for the approval of collective 

workplace agreements, which, like AWAs, were now lodged with the Office of the Employment 

Advocate (OEA). Most significantly, its compulsory powers of conciliation and arbitration were 

almost entirely removed. Leaving aside certain functions in controlling the use of industrial action, 

the AIRC was now expected to compete with private mediators and arbitrators in providing 

voluntary dispute resolution services; although the fact that its services were freely available, and 

that it retained the support of most of the major employers and unions, gave it a significant edge in 

that regard.
23

 

 

Awards, too, were retained, though provision was made for further ‗simplification‘ and 

‗rationalisation‘ of their content and coverage. Crucially, the no-disadvantage test for registered 

agreements was removed, meaning that awards no longer functioned as a safety net for workplace 

bargaining. Certain award provisions were designated as having ‗protected‘ status – for example, 

any requirement to pay overtime or other ‗penalty rates‘ for long or anti-social hours of work. But 

even a protected award condition could be modified or removed by clear enough words in a 

workplace agreement. Hence, there was nothing now to stop employers from engaging workers on 

sub-award conditions, especially through AWAs. Indeed, the legislation made it clear that 

employers could require job-seekers to sign an AWA as a condition of being hired. Furthermore, 

once an employee became subject to an AWA or collective agreement, the bulk of any otherwise 

relevant award would no longer apply to them, even if the agreement was subsequently terminated 

and not replaced. The true safety net was now provided by the Australian Fair Pay and Conditions 

Standard (AFPCS), a set of five minimum conditions that applied to all federal system employees, 

except those covered by pre-Work Choices agreements. The AFPCS required employers to observe 

a basic wage rate (in most cases derived from an award), and refrain from expecting employees to 

work more than 38 hours per week plus reasonable additional hours. It also obliged employers to 

provide four weeks‘ annual leave, various forms of personal leave, and 12 months‘ unpaid parental 

leave. 

 

Other significant reforms introduced by Work Choices included an exemption from unfair dismissal 

claims that extended well beyond ‗small‘ businesses. Employers with 100 or fewer employees were 

now entirely immune from any complaint that they had acted harshly, unjustly or unreasonably in 

dismissing a worker; and even larger employers could resist any claim by pleading a ‗genuine 

operational reason‘ for a dismissal.  

 

There were also amendments that further restricted the capacity of trade unions to organise protected 

industrial action, or to enter workplaces to hold discussions with current or potential members. The 

new rules on industrial action included a requirement to conduct a secret ballot of members to obtain 

their authorisation for the action to proceed. In addition, there were limitations on the kind of terms 

                                                             
22

 See eg P Waring, A de Ruyter and J Burgess ―The Australian Fair Pay Commission: Rationale, Operation, 

Antecedents and Implications‖ (2006) 16(2) Economic and Labour Relations Review 127. In the result, most of the Fair 
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over the previous decade. It was only in its final decision in July 2009, which imposed a wage freeze in response to the 

recession brought on by the global financial crisis, that the Commission performed to expectations: see Wage Setting 

Decision July 2009 (2009) 183 IR 1. 
23 See A Forsyth ―Dispute Resolution under Work Choices: The First Year‖ (2007) 18 Labour & Industry 21. 
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that could be included in a workplace agreement, with prohibitions aimed specifically at provisions 

commonly sought by unions. A separate but related initiative involved the enactment of special 

legislation to regulate bargaining and industrial action in the building industry.
24

 Among other 

things, this established the Australian Building and Construction Commission (ABCC), a body with 

extensive powers of investigation and enforcement, whose task was to combat the culture of 

―lawlessness‖ in the industry identified by the Cole Royal Commission.
25

 Employers in the industry 

were required to conduct their employment relations strictly in accordance with the Government‘s 

National Code of Practice for the Construction Industry if they wished to bid for publicly funded 

work. In a similar vein, the threat of funding cuts was used to force universities not just to offer all 

staff individual agreements, but to rewrite all their policies and procedures to remove any 

guaranteed role for unions.
26

The ―command and control‖ mentality
27

, evident in these and other 

restrictions on agreement-making stood in stark contrast to the Howard Government‘s rhetorical 

commitment to ―freedom‖ and ―choice‖ in bargaining.
28

  

 

Perhaps the most far-reaching changes introduced by the Work Choices legislation concerned the 

coverage of the federal system. Instead of operating by reference to interstate industrial disputes, the 

new system‘s application was dictated primarily by the nature or location of each employer. In 

particular, the corporations‘ power in s 51(xx) of the Constitution was used to regulate all trading, 

financial or foreign corporations and their employees. In addition, all other employers in Victoria 

and the Territories were covered: the former as a result of the 1996 referral of powers, the latter by 

reliance on the Commonwealth‘s general power in s 122 of the Constitution to make laws in relation 

to the Territories. Added to the Commonwealth‘s control of its own agencies, this brought 

somewhere between 75 and 85% of the Australian workforce within the scope of the federal 

system.
29

 The WR Act was now specified to operate to the complete exclusion of State or Territory 

industrial laws, except on ‗non-excluded‘ matters, such as workers compensation, occupational 

health and safety, discrimination, training and long service leave. Therefore, for most purposes, 

federal system employers could only now be subject to federal regulation. Where a State award or 

agreement had previously applied to such an employer, it was given effect as a federal instrument. A 

subsequent measure, the Independent Contractors Act 2006, also prevented the States and Territories 

from subjecting contractors engaged by corporations (or by Commonwealth agencies or in a 

Territory) to anything in the nature of ‗industrial‘ regulation.
30

 

 

                                                             
24 Building and Construction Industry Improvement Act 2005 (Cth); and see A Forsyth, V Gostencnik, I Ross and T 

Sharard Workplace Relations in the Building and Construction Industry  (LexisNexis Butterworths, Sydney, 2007).  
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 See T R H Cole Final Report of the Royal Commission into the Building and Construction Industry (Commonwealth, 

Canberra, 2003). 
26

 See Higher Education Legislation Amendment (Workplace Relations Requirements) Act 2005 (Cth); S Rosewarne 

―Workplace ―Reform‖ and the Restructuring of Higher Education‖ (2005) 56 Journal of Australian Political Economy 

186 
27 See J Howe ―‗Deregulation‘ of Labour Relations in Australia: Towards a More ‗Centred‘ Command and Control 

Model‖ in C Arup et al (eds) Labour Law and Labour Market Regulation (Federation Press, Sydney, 2006) 147; 

S Cooney, J Howe and J Murray ―Time and Money under Work Choices: Understanding the New Workplace Relations 

Act as a Scheme of Regulation‖ (2006) 29 University of New South Wales Law Journal 215. 
28 See Stewart ―Work Choices in Overview‖, above n 21, at 35, 52; Murray, above n 20, at 365. The reaction by many 

employers and unions to the government‘s restrictions was to negotiate informal ‗side‘ deals on matters that could not 

lawfully be included in registered agreements: see A Stewart and J Riley ―Working Around Work Choices: Collective 

Bargaining and the Common Law‖ (2007) 31 Melbourne University Law Review 903. 
29 There have been varying estimates of this coverage, none of them precise. For more recent figures, see Explanatory 

Memorandum, Fair Work Amendment (State Referrals and Other Measures) Bill 2009 (Cth), v–vi. 
30
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Choices‖ (2007) 19 Australian Journal of Labour Law 246; A Forsyth ―The 2006 Independent Contractors Legislation: 

An Opportunity Missed‖ (2007) 35 Federal Law Review 329. 
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The Fight Against Work Choices 

 
The immediate response by the States and Territories to the federal ‗takeover‘ was to mount a 

constitutional challenge to the Work Choices legislation; but in November 2006, the High Court 

rejected that challenge on all counts.
31

 Other legal responses by some of the States, each of which, at 

the time, had Labor Governments, proved more successful.
32

 These included ‗de-corporatising‘ 

certain public sector agencies or local councils, so that they fell outside the scope of the new federal 

system;
33

 and also legislating to extend their regulation of federal system employers in some of the 

‗non-excluded‘ areas still left to them.
34

 A further tactic was to establish inquiries or commission 

research to explore the impact of the Work Choices reforms on workers and their families.
35

 

Victoria, indeed, created a new public office, the Workplace Rights Advocate, with the specific 

objective of promoting the ‗fair industrial treatment‘ of Victorian workers.
36

  A number of other 

States and Territories followed suit.
37

 Some also introduced procurement guidelines that effectively 

required government suppliers or contractors not to use the federal changes to cut working 

conditions.
38

  

 

The most significant campaign waged against Work Choices, however, was the one conducted by 

trade unions and various community groups, under the banner of ‗Your Rights at Work‘.
39

 Featuring 

some highly effective TV advertising, it highlighted the potential for employers to exploit the new 

legislation to remove entitlements and dismiss workers with impunity. One particular advertisement 

had a major impact. It showed a mother, ‗Tracey‘, being threatened with the sack unless she came in 

to work at short notice, despite being unable to make any arrangements for the care of her children.
40

 

 

With the economy growing strongly at the time, unemployment low and skilled labour in short 

supply, there was, in truth, little incentive or opportunity for most employers to use the new 

legislation to their full advantage. Nonetheless, evidence began to emerge of low-wage workers in 

industries, such as retail and hospitality, seeing their take-home pay fall under standard or ‗template‘ 

agreements (both individual and collective) that lowered or removed ‗protected‘ award conditions.
41

 

                                                             
31 New South Wales v Commonwealth (2006) 229 CLR 1: see A Stewart and G Williams Work Choices: What the High 

Court Said  (Federation Press, Sydney, 2007); S Evans, C Fenwick, C Saunders, J-C Tham and M Donaldson ―Work 

Choices Case: Analysis and Implications‖  in Work Choices: The High Court Challenge (Thomson, Sydney, 2007) 1. 
32

 See I Landau ―Legislating on the Margins of the Federal Takeover: Victoria‘s Response to WorkChoices‖ (2008) 21 

Australian Journal of Labour Law 30; A Stewart ―Testing the Boundaries: Towards a National System of Labour 

Regulation‖ in A Forsyth and A Stewart (eds) Fair Work: The New Workplace Laws and the Work Choices Legacy 

(Federation Press, Sydney, 2009) 19 at 29–32. 
33 See eg Public Sector Employment Legislation Amendment Act 2006 (NSW); Statutes Amendment (Public Sector 

Employment) Act 2006 (SA); Local Government and Industrial Relations Amendment Act 2008 (Qld). 
34

 As, for example, in relation to child labour: see eg Industrial Relations (Child Employment) Act 2006 (NSW); Child 

Employment Act 2006 (Qld) Parts 2A - 2B. 
35

 See eg Industrial Relations Commission of South Australia Inquiry Into the Impact of Work Choices in SA – Report 

(Adelaide, 2007). 
36

 See Workplace Rights Advocate Act 2005 (Vic).  
37

 A Workplace Rights Ombudsman was created in Queensland, a Fair Employment Advocate in Western Australia, and 

a Workplace Advocate in the Northern Territory. 
38 See J Howe and I Landau ―‗Light Touch‘ Labour Regulation by State Governments in Australia‖ (2007) 31 

Melbourne University Law Review 367 at 382–383. 
39 See K Muir Worth Fighting For: Inside the Your Rights at Work Campaign (UNSW Press, Sydney, 2008). 
40 The ad can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WvMTAci5nU 
41 See eg D Peetz Assessing the Impact of ‘Work Choices’ — One Year On (prepared for the Department of Innovation, 

Industry and Regional Development, Victoria, 2007); J Evesson, J Buchanan, L Bambery, B Frino and D Oliver 

Lowering of Standards Report: From Awards to Work Choices in Retail and Hospitality Collective Agreements 

(Workplace Research Centre, Sydney, 2007); B Pocock, J Elton, A Preston, S Charlesworth, F MacDonald, M Baird, R 
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A much-publicised example of this was the retailer, Spotlight, offering an increase of two cents per 

hour in basic wage rates, while abolishing penalty rates and paid rest breaks.
42

 Suspicions were also 

aroused when it emerged that the Government was suppressing data collected by the OEA with 

regards to the content of workplace agreements.
43

 

  

With community unease over the reforms growing, and facing a resurgent Labor Opposition now led 

by Kevin Rudd and Julia Gillard, the Howard Government was forced into a retreat. Declaring that it 

had never intended its new system to be used to strip away award conditions, it announced in May 

2007 a series of changes that were subsequently given effect through amendments to the WR Act.
44

 

The changes included a new ‗fairness test‘ for workplace agreements, which required ‗fair 

compensation‘ to be provided to an employee in the event that any protected award conditions were 

changed. The task of processing agreements and determining whether they passed the fairness test 

was given to a new agency, the Workplace Authority, which replaced the OEA. Responsibility for 

ensuring compliance with awards and other standards was also transferred. The Office of Workplace 

Services, formerly a unit within the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, was 

transformed into the Office of the Workplace Ombudsman, with a specific brief to be more visible and 

active in enforcing the WR Act.
45

  The Government also sought to drop all reference to the unpopular 

term ‗Work Choices‘, even going so far as to instruct call centre staff responsible for handling 

public enquiries about the new laws to used ‗workplace relations‘ instead
46

.  

 

Despite these changes, and support from business-funded advertising that sought to portray 

‗workplace reform‘ as being under threat from a union-dominated ALP,
47

 the Coalition lost office in 

November 2007.   Industrial relations featured strongly during the election campaign as one of the 

key points of difference between the major parties.
48

 John Howard became only the second serving 

Australian Prime Minister to lose his own seat, after Stanley Bruce in 1929. In a curious parallel, he, 

too, had suffered defeat over the issue of reforming the federal industrial system. 

 

There seems little doubt that what brought the Work Choices reforms undone was a combination of 

an effective scare campaign, and the Howard Government‘s unwillingness to come clean about both 

the nature and likely consequences of its changes. For example, the Government constantly referred 

to ‗higher wages‘ under the new system, even though the abolition of the no-disadvantage test meant 

that take-home pay could be reduced by the cutting of penalty rates under agreements. It claimed 

that award conditions would be ‗protected by law‘, when they could be removed by a single line in 

the fine print of an agreement. It spoke of empowering employers and employees to ‗sit down 

together‘ and negotiate conditions that suited their mutual needs, when it must have known that in 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Cooper and B Ellem ―The Impact of  ‗Work Choices‘ on Women in Low Paid Employment in Australia: A Qualitative 

Analysis‖ (2008) 50 Journal of Industrial Relations 475. 
42

 See ―Spotlight AWAs could cut retail workers‘ pay by up to $100 per week: ALP‖ Workplace Express (Australia, 25 

May 2006). 
43

 See M Davis ―Revealed: how AWAs strip work rights‖ Sydney Morning Herald (Australia, 17 April 2007) at 1. The 

information in question was later released by the Rudd Government: see ―Gillard says statistics prove AWAs ripped off 

workers‖ Workplace Express (Australia, 13 March 2008). 
44 Workplace Relations Amendment (A Stronger Safety Net) Act 2007 (Cth). 
45 As to the impact of this change, see T Hardy ―A Changing of the Guard: Enforcement of Workplace Relations Laws 

Since Work Choices and Beyond‖  in Forsyth and Stewart, above n 32, at 75. 
46
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(2007) 18(1) Labour & Industry 119. 
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Relations in Australia in 2007‖ (2008) 50 Journal of Industrial Relations 371 at 373 
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the real world employment conditions are generally imposed rather than negotiated.
49

 When 

independent research and analysis highlighted the likely impact of the Work Choices changes on 

low-paid and vulnerable workers, or questioned the need for reform at all,
50

 the Government‘s 

response was generally to vilify those concerned, rather than to engage with the substance of their 

work.
51

 

 

It is interesting to speculate what might have happened if John Howard and his colleagues had 

shown the courage of their convictions on industrial relations. This might have involved admitting 

straight up that the purpose of their reforms was to shift the balance of power in favour of 

employers, accepting that some workers would be worse off as a result, but then seeking to show 

how this would create economic and social benefits for the community. As it was, the Government 

found itself caught up in an advertising war it could not win.It was the ACTU‘s image of workers 

under pressure from uncaring bosses that captured the public mood, rather than the Government‘s 

glossy vision of smiling workers shaking hands with their supervisors, or the business groups‘ 

attempts to show small retailers being menaced by union ‗thugs‘. The Coalition was also outflanked 

by a Labor policy that was more effective in claiming ownership of the concept of ‗fairness‘ in 

labour regulation. 

 
 

Forward with Fairness 

 
The ALP‘s ‗Forward with Fairness‘ policy was carefully crafted during 2007,

52
 with two main 

objectives in mind. One was to capitalise on the widespread anti-Work Choices sentiment; to that 

end, Labor promised to abolish AWAs, end the capacity of employers to offer agreements that 

undercut award standards, and restore access to unfair dismissal claims. It also undertook to expand 

the statutory safety net of minimum conditions, and impose an obligation on parties to bargain in 

good faith when negotiating collective agreements. To reinforce the impression of a new beginning, 

there was a promise of a new agency, Fair Work Australia (FWA), to replace both the AIRC and the 

various other bodies created by the Howard Government. 

 

The second objective, on the other hand, was to reassure both the business community (in particular, 

the mining sector) and the wider electorate that Labor‘s changes would be ‗responsible‘ rather than 

radical. Forward with Fairness promised to retain ‗tough‘ laws on industrial action, right of entry 

and freedom of association. There would be special recognition for the position of small businesses 

in the new unfair dismissal system. A lengthy transitional period before many of the main changes 

were introduced would allow employers ample time to adjust. In addition, Labor promised to 
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complete two tasks left unfinished by the Howard Government. It would seek the co-operation of the 

States to create a single, national system of industrial regulation, at least for the private sector, and it 

would also modernise the award system, offering new scope for employers and individual workers 

to vary the effect of selected provisions. 

 

The pervasive theme in Forward with Fairness was that of restoring balance– between ‗fairness‘ and 

‗flexibility‘, and (implicitly) between the interests of workers and employers. The very fact that 

elements of the policy attracted criticism from both unions and business groups was treated as some 

sort of proof that Labor must have ‗got the balance right‘.
53

 There are those who would have 

preferred to see the ALP take the opportunity to start again and design an entirely new system of 

regulation, based on fundamental rights and values,
54

 but for all the rhetoric about ‗tearing up‘ or 

‗burying‘ Work Choices, it was apparent that Forward with Fairness was promising incremental 

rather than radical change – and that significant aspects of the Howard Government‘s reforms would 

survive.
55

 

 
 

The Fair Work Legislation 
 

The Rudd Government‘s first move on taking office was to secure the passage in March 2008 of a 

number of key amendments to the WR Act.
56

 Among other things, these reintroduced a no-

disadvantage test in place of the more limited ‗fairness test‘, and precluded employers from offering 

any further AWAs – although those who had been using such agreements were permitted to offer 

Individual Transitional Employment Agreements instead, at least until the end of 2009. The 

amendments also initiated a process for the AIRC to review and modernise the award system again 

by the end of 2009. 

 

With those changes out of the way, the Government moved to draft the ‗substantive‘ measure that 

would give effect to the bulk of its proposed reforms and replace the WR Act. In marked contrast to 

the Work Choices legislation, the Government consulted widely over its new legislation and was 

prepared to make changes in response to stakeholder submissions, although it generally resisted 

pressure to depart from the central commitments in its Forward with Fairness platform. The 

Government also made a conscious effort to make the new legislation more accessible to users. Over 

the preceding two decades, the federal industrial legislation had become lengthy and excessively 

complex. A significant reason for this was the lack of trust that successive governments had shown 

in the AIRC and the courts. Rather than allowing decision-makers to use their judgement in 

interpreting and applying the legislation, those governments had sought to anticipate and provide for 

every eventuality.
57

 By contrast, Labor‘s avowed aim was to make the new legislation ‗simple and 
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straightforward to understand‘, and to avoid ‗micro-regulation‘ by ‗conferring broad functions and 

appropriate discretion on Fair Work Australia.‘
58

  

 

The outcome of the consultation and drafting process was the Fair Work Bill 2008, which was 

tabled in Parliament in November 2008. Following a series of last-minute compromises to secure the 

support of the crossbenchers in the Senate, it eventually passed in March 2009, becoming the Fair 

Work Act 2009.
59

 The bulk of its provisions were proclaimed to take effect on 1 July 2009. Two 

important parts, however, were given a delayed commencement. These were the new ‗safety net‘ 

provisions in Part 2-2, setting out the National Employment Standards (NES) that prescribe 

minimum conditions for all employees covered by the Act, and Part 2-3, dealing with modern 

awards. In accordance with the timetable set while Labor was in opposition, these provisions took 

effect from 1 January 2010. 

 

Where Forward with Fairness envisaged a single regulatory body to oversee the new regime, the FW 

Act created two. FWA has replaced the AIRC, the Fair Pay Commission and the Workplace 

Authority. Structured in a way that is broadly similar to the AIRC, it has also inherited that 

tribunal‘s President and most of its members.
60

 Its work is complemented by a separate body, the 

Office of the Fair Work Ombudsman (FWO). This has not only taken over the compliance and 

enforcement functions of the Workplace Ombudsman, but also assumed responsibility for the 

provision of information and advice on workplace rights and responsibilities. Labor also proposed 

that the ABCC be replaced by a Fair Work Building Industry Inspectorate, with more limited 

powers, though the necessary amendments failed to pass in the Senate.
61

 

 

Besides the safety net provisions mentioned above, other features of the FW Act included: 

 a new system of ‗enterprise agreements‘ between employers and groups of employees, 

covering either single or multiple enterprises; 

 an obligation on the part of employers, unions and other ‗bargaining representatives‘ to 

negotiate new enterprise agreements in good faith, with provision for FWA to intervene in 

various ways to resolve bargaining disputes; 

 provision for FWA to conduct annual wage reviews, plus four-yearly reviews of modern 

awards; 

 a new set of ‗general protections‘ against discriminatory and other wrongful treatment at 

work, subsuming (and expanding upon) a range of provisions in the WR Act concerning 

matters, such as freedom of association, coercion, misrepresentation and unlawful 

termination; 

 a revamped system for employees to complain of unfair dismissal, subject to a requirement 

to complete a ‗minimum period‘ in employment of six months, or 12 months in the case of 

an employer with fewer than 15 workers; and 

 a right to take protected industrial action in relation to a proposed single-enterprise 

agreement, subject to similar requirements as under the WR Act. 
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The FW Act is complemented by a number of related measures,
62

 the most important being the Fair 

Work (Transitional Provisions and Consequential Amendments) Act 2009 (TPCA Act). This has 

repealed the WR Act; other than two schedules relating to the registration, rules and internal affairs 

of trade unions and employer associations. Those schedules have survived as a renamed Fair Work 

(Registered Organisations) Act2009. The TPCA Act has also preserved the operation of selected 

other provisions in the WR Act for transitional purposes. While many of the arrangements in the 

TPCA Act will shortly be of historical significance only, the main exception is Schedule 3, which 

provides for the continuing operation of pre-FW Act awards and agreements as ‗transitional 

instruments‘. These can generally continue to operate until supplanted by modern awards or new 

enterprise agreements. 

 

For the most part, the rights and obligations created by the new Fair Work legislation apply in 

relation to ‗national system employers‘ and their employees. According to s 14 of the FW Act, those 

employers include trading, financial and foreign corporations, Commonwealth agencies and other 

employers that operate in a Territory. The term ‗national system employer‘ is separately extended to 

include any other type of employer in a ‗referring State‘, subject to any limitations imposed by that 

State.
63

  Towards the end of 2009, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania 

agreed to join Victoria in referring powers to the Commonwealth,
64

 with effect from 1 January 2010. 

Only Western Australia, now in the hands of a Liberal government, has refused to co-operate in 

creating a national system. Apart from Victoria, the referring States have determined that they will 

retain their own industrial legislation and tribunals to deal with State government agencies and 

(except in Tasmania) local councils. However, non-governmental employers and employees are now 

almost entirely subject to federal regulation. 

 

As was the case under the WR Act, even national system employers can still be regulated by State or 

Territory laws in relation to ‗non-excluded‘ matters, such as training, discrimination and child 

labour. Labor has not moved to take over responsibility for these areas,
65

 but in some cases it is 

seeking to promote the harmonisation of State or Territory legislation. In relation to occupational 

health and safety, for example, it has secured general agreement to the adoption of a ‗model‘ law,
66

 

and created a new agency, Safe Work Australia, to oversee the reform process.
67

  It is also seeking 

to develop a new national standard on long service leave,
68

 though less progress has been made to 

date on that front. 
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The Fair Work Legislation in Operation 

 
At the time of writing this paper, the new Fair Work regime has been in operation for over two 

years. There have certainly been some significant changes – though their practical impact has been 

muted.  For example, although the new NES are important, most were already available to workers 

under the WR Act.
69

 

  

One exception is the entitlement of up to 16 weeks‘ severance pay on redundancy, under s 119 of 

the FW Act. This was previously a standard benefit under awards and enterprise agreements, but has 

now been extended to managerial and professional employees not covered by awards.
70

 There is also 

a right under s 65 for (some) working parents to request flexible work arrangements to 

accommodate their caring responsibilities, but there is, in most cases, no way of challenging the 

reasonableness of any refusal by the employer.
71

 Research suggests that in any event, such flexible 

arrangements were already a common feature of employment relationships in Australia, albeit by 

consent rather than legal right.
72

 Perhaps a more significant initiative in this area has been the 

introduction of a ‗paid parental leave‘ scheme, remedying a long-standing gap in Australia‘s labour 

standards.
73

 However, this was not done as part of the NES, which continue to provide an 

entitlement only to unpaid parental leave. There is, instead, a separate statute, the Paid Parental 

Leave Act 2010 – though its title is a misnomer, as rather than provide for leave as such, it offers a 

government-funded payment, set at the national minimum wage, that can be spread over up to 18 

weeks. For eligible employees, any right to take leave must still depend on the NES, or require the 

agreement of the employer.
74

 

 

The advent of the ‗modern award‘ system has brought more substantial changes. To the surprise of 

many seasoned observers, the AIRC completed the massive task of reviewing more than 1500 

federal and State awards in time for the new system to commence in 2010. There are now 122 

modern awards, almost all of which are structured to apply to a specified industry. Importantly, 

however, most have transitional provisions that are designed to phase in the modern award wage 

rates over a period that will end in mid-2014, so that, for the time being, many ‗old‘ awards remain 

relevant in determining minimum conditions and setting a safety net for enterprise bargaining. 

(Unsurprisingly, employer groups have tended to complain about the wage or penalty rates that are 

steadily being phased up, while saying little about the many that are being phased down). There are 

also a large number of ‗enterprise awards‘ that can continue to apply to a single business, at least 

until the end of 2013.
75

 In theory, these can be ‗modernised‘ by FWA and continue in operation after 

that date, although in practice FWA has signalled that it will take a great deal of convincing that the 
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employers concerned should not fall back to the relevant industry award.
76

 FWA has also been 

reluctant, to date, to vary modern awards, other than to correct errors or remove ambiguities,
77

 

although it is about to embark on an interim review of the modern award system required by the 

legislation.
78

 

  

In relation to wage fixation, FWA‘s new Minimum Wages Panel has, to date, completed two of the 

annual reviews it is required to undertake.
79

  Its decisions have resulted in modest adjustments to 

award rates of pay, and also to the National Minimum Wage Order that protects award-free workers. 

The National Minimum Wage now sits at A$15.51 per hour. Perhaps of greater significance, 

however, has been the use made of the pay equity provisions in Part 2-7 of the FW Act. These 

permit FWA to make ‗equal remuneration orders‘ for specified groups of employees. Unlike 

equivalent provisions in previous legislation, which were never successfully invoked, the new 

provisions focus on the need for equal pay for work of equal or comparable value, and there is no 

requirement to establish that existing pay rates have been set on a discriminatory basis.
80

 A test case 

brought by the Australian Services Union to secure wage rises for the largely female workforce in 

the social and community services sector has resulted in a finding that their work is significantly 

undervalued.
81

 At the time of writing, no orders have yet been made, FWA having requested further 

evidence and argument as to the scope and timing of any increases. However, the Commonwealth 

has committed to providing at least $2 billion in funding to permit organisations in the sector – 

many of whom rely heavily on government funding to provide their services – to afford any 

resulting pay increases.
82

 

 

As for the new enterprise bargaining regime, any initial expectations that the new obligation to 

bargain in good faith might have a major impact have been quickly dispelled. Under Division 8 of 

Part 2-4 of the FW Act, FWA can make ‗bargaining orders‘ to resolve concerns about a failure to 

negotiate in good faith. These have been most commonly used to prevent employers from rushing to 

put an agreement to a vote of the relevant group of employees without first giving unions or other 

bargaining representatives a reasonable opportunity to negotiate.
83

 However, in other respects FWA 

has been fairly conservative in using its new powers, ruling, for instance, that an employer may 

legitimately bypass unions and communicate directly with its workforce as to the progress of 

bargaining.
84

 In a number of cases, it has issued ‗majority support determinations‘, forcing 

recalcitrant employers to bargain where a majority of employees in a workplace or enterprise can be 
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shown to want that.
85

 It should be emphasised, however, that, unlike the position in New Zealand, 

s 228(2) of the FW Act makes it clear that parties cannot be required to reach agreement, or to make 

particular concessions. There has been nothing to suggest that the new provisions will do much to 

spread collective bargaining, except in those rare cases where an employer is facing an organised 

workforce but still refuses to recognise the union(s) in question.
86

 

 

Despite all this, Australian employer groups have been increasingly vocal in attacking what they 

claim to be an increase in ‗union power‘ under the Fair Work legislation.
87

 There have been 

particular complaints about the ‗barriers‘ that the new legislation is said to impose on attempts to lift 

productivity.
88

 There are at least two problems, however, with such arguments.  

 

The first is the absence of any credible link between labour productivity and labour regulation, as a 

number of recent studies have pointed out.
89

 During the 1990s, Australia experienced what is 

generally regarded as a surge in productivity, under both Labor and Conservative governments. For 

the past decade, productivity has declined; notwithstanding the dramatic shifts in regulatory policy. 

There is little, if any, evidence to support the Rudd Government‘s claim that the renewed emphasis 

on collective bargaining in the Fair Work legislation would lift productivity,
90

 but nor, by the same 

token, is there anything to suggest that the current laws are ‗sapping productivity across the 

country‘.
91

 As the President of FWA has pointed out, ―much of the debate about productivity seems 

to be based on political positioning rather than on hard analysis.‖
92

 

 

The second point is that even the most superficial scrutiny of the employer group complaints reveals 

that their primary concern is not productivity, but profitability. This is especially true of the 

persistent attacks by retailers on the ‗archaic penalty rate structure‘ that continues to be embodied in 

the modern award system.
93

 Being able to pay shop workers less for working on evenings or 

weekends would, undoubtedly, lower labour costs – but it is hard to see how it would make those 

workers more productive. 

 

Another area in which there has been a great deal of hysteria and overreaction has been the 

regulation of industrial action. As previously noted, Labor has largely retained the Howard 

Government‘s restrictive laws on industrial action, ensuring that Australia remains in flagrant breach 
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of international labour standards.
94

 Working days lost to industrial action remain at historical lows,
95

 

and if the public might be inclined to believe otherwise, it would only be because disputes are so 

rare today that almost every incidence of industrial action gets reported by the media! Despite this, 

the super-profitable mining industry remains so concerned at union ‗militancy‘ that it is calling for 

the FW Act to be changed to outlaw industrial action where union claims are considered to be 

‗extravagant‘, or where the workers concerned are earning more than $118,100.
96

 

 

If changes to the laws on industrial action are to be made, however, they may well take a different 

form – and purely because of one high-profile dispute. Qantas had been, unsuccessfully, negotiating 

for some months with three groups of its workers (long-haul pilots, flight engineers and ground 

staff), when, on Saturday 29 October 2011, it took the dramatic step of announcing that it would 

lock out those workers. While the lockout was set to commence in two days‘ time, it opted to ground 

its entire fleet with immediate effect, stranding many passengers around the world. The Federal 

Government immediately applied to FWA to have all industrial action at Qantas terminated under 

s 424 of the FW Act, on the basis that an indefinite work stoppage at Australia‘s major airline would 

be likely to cause significant damage to important parts of the economy, such as the tourism sector. 

Some 30 hours later, and following two late-night sittings, the order was made.
97

 The parties were 

given 21 days to negotiate new agreements. When that deadline passed, the matters were listed for 

compulsory arbitration in early 2012.
98

 FWA will be required to make a ‗workplace determination‘ 

under Part 2-5 that effectively resolves each bargaining dispute and has the same force as a 

registered enterprise agreement. 

 

At one level, the Qantas affair played out in an entirely predictable way. The unions representing the 

three groups of workers were seeking commitments on job security that management was not 

prepared to give, having adopted a business strategy that involves offshoring many of its operations, 

both to reduce costs and to open up new markets in Asia. All three groups had been taking sporadic 

industrial action that, at least in the case of the engineers and baggage handlers, was costing the 

airline money and driving customers away. Qantas was perfectly entitled, under the legislation, to 

respond by taking protected industrial action of its own; and by initiating a complete shutdown, it 

would have known that an application to FWA to send the matter into arbitration was inevitable – 

just as would have happened had any of the unions commenced an indefinite strike. It was clearly 

banking on getting a more favourable outcome from arbitration than from a negotiated settlement 

induced by many months of damaging but low-level industrial action. Few other organisations could 

have adopted a similar strategy. The route to ‗last-resort‘ arbitration under s 424 is available (as it 

has been since 1993) only in the case of major threats either to the economy, or to public health and 

safety. There are not many employers, at least outside the essential services, that have that kind of 

impact. FWA has, in any event, tended to interpret s 424, and other provisions dealing with the 
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suspension or termination of protected industrial action, as requiring something more than the 

ordinary kind of loss or disruption that is the very point of taking or threatening such action.
99

  

 

Despite this, the aftermath of the Qantas action has seen a clamour for the law to be changed. This 

partly reflects a sense of outrage about two particular features of the airline‘s conduct: its failure to 

give any advance notice of its actions (though nothing in the Act forced it to do so);
100

 and the fact 

that it could, in effect, inflict ‗self-harm‘ in order to seize what it perceived as a strategic advantage. 

However, there have also been suggestions that the threshold for compulsory arbitration should be 

lowered.These issues are likely to be ventilated in an independent review of the FW Act that will 

commence in 2012, in accordance with a commitment given before the legislation was passed. Since 

its narrow re-election in 2010, what is now the Gillard Government has generally been reluctant to 

contemplate changes to the legislation but, in the wake of the Qantas affair, it seems to have 

rediscovered an appetite for reform. It has announced that it is prepared to look at the idea of a 

legislated ‗code of conduct‘ for bargaining,
101

 and also supported a change to Labor‘s policy 

platform calling for FWA to be given greater powers to intervene in bargaining disputes.
102

  

 

While employer associations have been vociferous in their attacks on the modern award system and 

the bargaining regime, less has been said about the issue of unfair dismissal protection. Relief from 

such laws undoubtedly remains a core objective for the small business sector. But in truth, the new 

unfair dismissal system is operating in a way that creates few difficulties for employers. With the 

restoration of eligibility for those working for employers with 100 or fewer staff,
103

 the annual 

number of claims of ‗harsh, unjust or unreasonable‘ dismissal has jumped from 8,000 to just under 

13,000.
104

 Over a quarter of these now involve employers with less than 15 workers,
105

 though 

importantly, FWA is administering the new procedures in such a way that the overwhelming 

majority of claims are settled within a few weeks, usually after a conciliation conference conducted 

by telephone.
106

 Information collected about settlements reveals that 58% involve payouts of less 

than $4000.
107

 Few applicants are reinstated to their old jobs. Therefore, in effect, the unfair 

dismissal laws are not delivering industrial justice, so much as a modest severance payment. 

 

There has been greater employer concern about the new ‗general protections‘ against victimisation 

at work. The redrafting of these provisions has created a deal of uncertainty as to their operation,
108

 

although it, as yet, hard to find examples of genuinely new forms of liability being imposed.
109

 The 
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decision that has generated most controversy, that of the Full Federal Court in Barclay v Board of 

Bendigo TAFE
110

 could have arisen under any previous version of these provisions. It involved a 

union delegate who was disciplined for sending an e-mail alleging corrupt behaviour by 

management without following proper procedures. Even though it was accepted that his employer 

believed it was taking action against him for breaching his employment obligations, the majority of 

the court ruled that, on an objective basis, the ‗real reason‘ lay in his activities as a union official. It 

remains to be seen whether the High Court, which has granted leave to appeal, will agree with this 

fairly radical reinterpretation of the protections for union members and delegates. 

 

What has been particularly worrying employers has been the increasing number of dismissal-related 

general protections claims that are being lodged with FWA under s 365 of the FW Act. The 

legislation provides for the compulsory conciliation of such complaints, over 500 of which were 

made in the third quarter of 2011 alone.
111

 FWA cannot make a formal decision in relation to these 

claims, which, if they are to be pursued, must be taken to the Federal Court or Federal Magistrates 

Court; but the conciliation conference is still an opportunity to confront the employer and seek some 

form of settlement. Anecdotal evidence suggests that many of these proceedings involve tenuous 

allegations, and are really unfair dismissal claims that have been lodged out of time.
112

 It seems 

likely that there will be calls during the forthcoming review of the Act for some form of ‗filter‘ to be 

applied to such applications. 
 

 

Looking Ahead 

 
Despite the increasingly strident calls for change from Australian employer groups, there is a real 

prospect of a period of stability in Australian labour law for the first time in over 20 years. There are 

still some adjustments to be made, as the transition continues from the WR Act to the new Fair 

Work regime; but it seems unlikely that the next several years will be anything like as turbulent as 

the past five have been. 

 

As far as further reforms are concerned, there are undoubtedly some in the Liberal Party with a 

sense of unfinished business. Since the failure of Work Choices, the pragmatic view has been that it 

would be better to steer away from radical changes to labour regulation. Indeed, Liberal leader, 

Tony Abbott, has declared Work Choices ‗dead, buried and cremated‘,
113

 and went into the 2010 

election promising no immediate change to the Fair Work legislation. However, pressure is growing 

from sections of the party to re-think this stance – and also from the employer groups, whose salvoes 

against the current system are quite clearly framed with the Opposition in mind, not so much the 

Government. Nevertheless, even if the Coalition is persuaded to revive elements of its former 

policies, it seems likely that the left-leaning Greens will continue to hold the balance of power in the 

next few Senates, as they have done since mid-2011. That hardly bodes well for any proposal to 

reintroduce individual statutory agreements, reduce unfair dismissal protection or create new forms 

of ‗flexibility‘ for employers. 

 

As for Labor, there is still a great deal of pressure from the union movement (and indeed many 

backbenchers) to go further than it did with the Fair Work legislation, especially in freeing up the 
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controls on industrial action. However, there seems little inclination on the part of the ALP‘s current 

leadership to move in that direction. Labor has proclaimed a willingness to give primacy to 

collective bargaining, and its new laws have certainly created a more level playing field for trade 

unions.
114

 Its policies and legislation remain primarily concerned with the rights and freedoms of 

individual workers. Unionism is tolerated, but not actively encouraged – certainly not the ‗militant‘ 

variety.
115

 In its second term, it has been willing (among other things) to propose increases to 

compulsory employer contributions to superannuation schemes,
116

 new forms of protection for 

vulnerable outworkers in the clothing industry and long-distance truck drivers,
117

 and a new (though 

very limited) payment for fathers and other ‗secondary carers‘ taking leave on the birth or adoption 

of a child.
118

 Overall, however, there seems every reason to suppose that Labor will continue to 

practise the ‗politics of balance‘ that carried it into office, and that has been so evident in its 

handling of workplace relations to date. 
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